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Friends call me Hong, closer friends call 
me hp or hpdang 
Grew up in a farming town, south of 
Vietnam - Can Tho
Always dreamed of going abroad
Hate corruption and unfairness 
2007 attended 1st open-source 
conference in Vietnam as a translator
2009 started FOSSASIA and happily 
working as a community manager since 
then and will continue what I am doing 
the next 10 - 20 years



Open Source in South East Asia



Vietnam, the growth 
of Fablabs, Tech 
Events and Start-ups  

FOSSASIA Local Team 



Singapore Maker 
Initiative, Tech 
Meetups, Start-ups 

Support from 
government sector and 
investment fund 

https://webuild.sg



Ubuntu Myanmar Loco 
Team, active since 2009

Barcamp Yangon - 
biggest barcamp in the 
world with more than 
3,000 attendees 



Philippines, Mozilla Community  



Cambodia, Open Institute  



Indonesia, Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team 



FOSSASIA’s Mission: we want to see that information technology and 
science have a liberating impact on our society. We believe this can be achieved if 
people have access to digital tools and knowledge. Open Technologies offer free 
and open access. At FOSSASIA we are excited how sharing is possible on all layers 
from software, hardware and design to data and knowledge and we work hard to 
enable people to participate in the sharing society, expand knowledge, tools and 
opportunities, freedom of communication and expression for everyone.



FOSSASIA.ORG
We are a network of people from all continents, who want 
to see progress and improvements of people's lives in Asia 
and everywhere. We are developers, designers, event 
organizers and contributors who want to learn and share 
ideas, create and make digital software tools and hardware, 
that benefits people around the world. We develop software 
applications for social change using a wide-range of 
technologies. Projects range from Free and Open Source 
software, to design, graphics and hardware.

Education and Training 
http://codeheat.org

Events and Meet-ups
http://events.fossasia.org

Software and Hardware 
http://labs.fossasia.org
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Be part of the Open Movement

labs.fossasia.org

You are already part of the movement by being here
Share your ideas and experience, talk to us 
Check out the Call for Papers on Open-Asia.org
Visit your local Fablab, users groups, hackerspace 
Find out more information about our project on labs.fossasia.org
See you tomorrow at the workshop! 

https://open-asia.org
http://labs.fossasia.org


Thank You! 
hp@fossasia.org

#fossasia @fossasia @hpdang


